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Me, age 6, (not) watching the launch of STS-121.
July 4th, 2006

Atlas V - MMS - March 12th, 2015
One of my very early launch photos. (I truly had no clue what I was doing.)
Stare at this one for a while. Let it sink in before you see examples of my current work.

Some more recent launch photos… a little better?
Left: Falcon Heavy - Arabsat-6A; April 2019
Below: Antares - NG-11; April 2019

Me, wading in a swamp… at night…
to capture this picture of the Falcon
9 launch of Telstar 18 VANTAGE in
September 2018.

Right: Delta IV - WGS-9; March 2017
Below: Atlas V - OA-7; April 2017

Above: Atlas V - GOES-S; March 2018
Left: Falcon 9 - TESS; April 2018

Highlights of the last four years:
Watching launches from the top of NASA’s
Vehicle Assembly Building
Visiting ULA’s headquarters to see my
image two-stories-tall in the
company’s lobby
Working for New York-based
rocket startup Launcher, photographing
engine static fires
The picture can't be displayed.

Me, setting up the
shot, plus, the shot.
The device plugged
into the camera listens
for the noise of the
rocket, and tells the
camera to rapidly fire
images once sound
reaches a certain
threshold.

Lens carnage: Solid rocket motor exhaust mixed with water
can leave a cakey residue on lenses. When wiped off,
permanent glass pitting remains. This is from the rocket
throwing sand and dirt toward the rocket.
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